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Freshman Friday Proclaimed A Federal Holiday
Pugs Not Drugs (276)
PSA from FDA
Every Friday the 13th, freshmen all
over the country cower in fear. Upperclassmen, including sophomores, wield
their permanent markers, ready and eager to cover freshmen with embarrassing
drawings. This tradition has gone strong
for many years, dating back to colonial
times, but lately, the administration has
begun to crack down on Freshman Friday
traditions by imposing severe punishments for stuffing freshmen in trash cans
and taping them to lockers. Some teacherspassjudgmentonupperclassmenwho
draw on freshmen with markers. Most
freshmen do not see the day as a big deal.
However, all that is about to change.
President Obama, desperate to leave
his mark on this country’s history before
he will be succeeded, has recently

President Obama recently visited Central to consult with President McKenna before signing an executive order with this mandate.

declared Freshman Friday a federal holiday. Though federal holidays are expensive as nearly all
federal workers are paid for the

Kanye West Solicits
Money from Alumni Board

holiday, all members of the House,
including opposing Republicans, celebrated the proclamation of this holiday.
The Supreme Court, although initially

skeptical of this event, declined to comment as the proclamation of a non-controversial federal holiday is not unconstitutional.
Much to the delight of mischievous
upperclassmen, they will be given a legitimate vehicle to engage in this rowdy
rite of passage. Junior Nicholas Nardone
expressed his joy at this sudden cause
for celebration. “Yay! It’s finally been approved! Now we can mess with freshmen without dealing with any of this
‘harassment’ or ‘violation of personal
space’ nonsense.” Unrestrained, upperclassmen are free to unleash whatever
desires plague them. Some have revealed their plans following this landmark event. Sophomore Emily Ricardo
(277) is happy to finally have a group
to pick on. “When I heard, I broke into
Staples and stole a bunch of Sharpies.
I’m gonna crush heads like watermelon.”
There are mixed responses among

freshmen. Some expressed fear, like Leila Ibrahim (278). “I’m bringing pepper
spray. I might get in trouble, but whatever, because I’ll get called to the office
anyway. I’ll be safe there anyway.”
Others are ambivalent, like Briana Estupiñan (278). “There’s no reason to be
afraid at all. I’m not gonna lie. I’m a chick,
so no one’s gonna want to touch me.” It
has been noted that male students are
disproportionately more affected during Freshman Friday. Oftentimes, the
others are left alone; sometimes they
are drawn on with permanent marker,
but the boys tend to be more active
participants in the newfound holiday.
Regardless of political affiliation,
Americans have come together to rejoice in the official recognition of Freshman Friday. As high schools across the
country partake in this activity, Central
is no exception.

Fifty Shades of Crimson and Gold

INSERT SCENE FROM
FIFTY SHADES
OF GREY ©

DONDA

Kanye West prepares for a private concert in the “Donda Conference
Center”, newly renamed in memory of his mother.

A shish Kebob (275)
The Real Chief Keef
The living legend himself, Kanye West,
recently paid a surprise visit to Central
on February 31. Although the purpose
was initially unclear, student reports
indicated that his visit involved intense
rap battles with administration and
loud music blaring from the loudspeakers throughout the day. The aftermath
of the Kanye visit has yielded extensive
changes to the school community, most
notably in the renaming of the Spain
Conference Center to the Donda Conference Center, after his mother. Now,
the truth of the ordeal has finally come
to light--in an effort to pay back a longstanding $53 million debt, Kanye West
visited Central to solicit money from the
Alumni Association.
Such a fundraising task is so formidable that the Alumni Association has
requested for current students to also

shoulder some of the burden. Thus,
President McKenna took matters into
his own hands. “I’m replacing all lunch
period with a mandatory Tidal promotion course. Students will need to attract thirty new subscribers weekly in
order to pass. We’re also increasing class
dues by $808 as part of a new “Adopt
a Kanye” fund,” explains Mr. McKenna.
When pressed further about why he
and Alumni Board members wished to
help Mr. West so desperately, Mr. McKenna refused to comment, rather electing to take a quick glance down at the
fresh pair of Yeezy Boost 750s on his
feet.
News of the Kanye fundraising efforts have caused mixed reactions within the student body. John Meskill (275)
fully backs the efforts made by administration. “I’m gonna let you finish, but
the the man is a living god. There’s no
debate,” explains John.
(continued on pg. 4)

Dar-yaaas (277)
#SayMyLastName
“Get those hoods ready if you don’t
want to be mopping up vomit! The most
miraculous adaptation of life is about
to unfold before your very eyes. Ladies
and gentlemen, this right here is what
happens when you decide to put your
education as a second priority!” How
many times has the ordinary Central
High School student heard this mantra of
excitement? By not so popular demand,
practically every single molecule covering the entirety of Central High School
has been bombarded with sex talk, ranging from options of protection to STDs
to one of the most fabulous topics ever
to have been discussed, the birthing of a
child.
Since the dawn of time, it has been
recognized that teenagers are simply

misunderstood specimens with raging
hormones, grabbing onto the first thing
that they lay their bloodshot eyes onto.
Undoubtedly, typical high school health
teachers such as Mr. Weiss, a beloved
individual in the Central community,
thrive off the sight of young adolescents
marinating in thoughts of STDs and
other such consequences. Fortunately,
the days of repulsive reproduction videos
have long since been overdue for a serious makeover. Lo and behold, the light
at the end of the miserable sex talk/STD
prevention tunnel, Fifty Shades of Grey.
Controversial, perverse, and most
likely corruptive to the minds of young
children, Fifty Shades of Grey has indeed earned its name amongst adults
and teens. However, this diamond in the
rough is bursting with health class potential. In fact, the health department has
recently decided to show this movie to
highlight the importance of taking STD

talk seriously. Realistically, Fifty Shades
of Grey deals with many of the problems
that teenagers have a high risk of facing
today.
Abusive relationships, drugs, STDs,
and self-esteem are all touchy subjects
around the world, but also happen to be
dealt with in this movie. Is there any
better way to communicate with adolescents than with something familiar and
more Hollywood-esque? Any person
in their right mind, or preferably close
to it, would agree that the answer is no.
Simple, effective, and more truthful than
an eight-year-old on a sugar high, Fifty
Shades of Grey is a beacon of hope for
every soul within a fifty-billion mile
radius of the depths of Central’s health
classrooms. Figuratively speaking, it is
comparable to the joy of taking a nap during a 60-minute bell schedule. No joke. It
is that absurdly amazing.

What’s Not in this Edition:
Ted Cruz is not the
zodiac killer

Hillary’s emails

Donald Trump Appointed
New President of Central
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Doc Brown is secretly
Bernie Sanders???

Moar Money (@SDP)

The Liberal Media
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The Student “Body”
Benedictus (275)
Blessing us with Folk Songs
Would you trade a pint of blood for
an A+ on a test? A kidney for a 4.0 GPA?
This may be the reality in the next few
months as the School District of Philadelphia pushes to ratify a new bill that
will legalize the harvesting of student
organs as a means of covering costs that
have been neglected in recent years.
February saw the return of the Red
Cross Blood Drive, and the subsequent
first phase of the harvesting. What appeared to be a cause for the benefit of
the injured and bloodless was essentially a cash grab, cleverly disguised

beneath a layer of free snack foods and
concentrated orange juice. In a redacted post by the School District website,
quote “We need desks more than we
need healthy people. With a higher level of education, and a higher majority of
intelligent people out in the world, the
likelihood of injury will decrease exponentially.”
Even the most uninformed student knows of the shortcomings of
the School District and its budget mismanagement, and the after effects are
clearly seen: underpaid teachers, broken desks, money grabbing vending
machine, and all other hindrances that
fall within that umbrella.
In order to further this agenda, many

Brian Davis (275) recently sold his brain to receive the Feofanov and Ovetsky
curves on his exams for Physics and Calculus.

grade boosts as incentive to receive
more funding.
“I had a kid in here the other day who
was completely failing my class,” says
Mr. Filip, the Victorian Literature and
Creative Writing teacher. “Never turned
in a single assignment, slept through
every class, lost all his reading books.
He was a real mess. He wasn’t going
to graduate, and the inevitable whining that came was so ear splittingly insipid, that I decided to extend an olive
branch: half of a cerebellum for a C+.
Not like he was making any voluntary
actions or complex thought while he
was in my class.”
While this new approach has been
met with backlash from students who
were still attached to their organs, many
others were quick to hop on the bandwagon. “I’m just going to end up eating
twinkies or something anyway,” says
Robert Powell, (275), “What do I need a
small intestine for? As long as I can ball,
they can take as much as they want.”
If you wish to participate in the donation process, be sure to inquire with
any Biology teacher. Underclassmen
are also given the opportunity join the
program through selecting the “Organ
Trade” elective in the drop down menu,
between gluttony and Global Gambling.

Horwits 2K16? (Yes, It’s Happening)

The dynamic duo of Horwits and Graham gear up for the campaign season.

The Yak-Attack (275)
Certified Kvetcher
In a stunning and completely unexpected move, Central’s very own
Michael Horwits (251) officially announced that he will be entering the
2016 race for the presidency! While this
announcement comes after thirty state
and territorial primaries and caucuses
(and twenty-two Democratic and Republican debates), Michael Horwits has
stirred up the political arena. Analysts
from CNN to pollsters at Gallup felt the
disturbance in the boisterous circus of
American politics as soon as their interns began showing up to work with
Phillies tickets.
Some are calling Horwits lazy for
waiting over nine months to announce
his candidacy after the first Republican
debate in August. Others criticize him
for not nearly doing enough groundwork
to organize a detailed campaign and hire
enough campaign managers (his team
only consists of less than twenty senior
aides).
“You see, people really underestimate me,” explained Michael Horwits in
an exclusive interview with Centraliar.
“I usually let the political giants battle
it out, and once the dust settles, I use

my charm and polished golf clubs to
drive them out of the race. People love
me. There are less than two-thousand
five hundred Republican delegates, just
under four-thousand eight hundred
Democratic delegates, and I think a little over seven-hundred superdelegates.
I can easily become friends with all of
them. I’m the kind of guy you can’t easily forget.”
While nearly every Central student
can attest to the fact that Michael Horwits is a recognizable fellow, some are
skeptical whether he can really sway all
of those delegates and superdelegates,
especially when he’s not on any kind of
social media.
“My secret weapons are my aides,”
Horwits elaborated. “I talk to them and
they get the word out about my activities. I know for a fact that everyone reads
every single email I send out. They’re so
colorful and I use different fonts sometimes. Who doesn’t love that?”
Despite some of the setbacks with
entering this late into the primaries, Michael Horwits is confident he can win
states like Florida and Texas, even if the
primaries in those states are already over.
“Everyone who moves to Florida is
from Philadelphia, so when you think
about it, Florida is just a sunny Philadelphia. Meanwhile, Ohio borders with

2016

Local Cows Terrorize
Freshmen; Cows Claim
“Just Playful Hazing”

Cows loitering in the middle corridors during 4th period

McLovin © (277)
Eat Moar Chikin
Recent events have led to an increase
in domesticated dairy cows living in
the halls of Central High, and what first
seemed to be a way for the creatures
to escape the cold has been drawn out
into an unwelcome tenancy. Amidst
the cows’ extended visitation, tension
has been growing between the student
body and the increasingly overbearing
herd. According to a local dairy farmer,
“This is the kind of thing you would expect to

happen in rural Pennsylvania, but not in
an urban area like Olney.”
As hostility rises between the cows
and the school community, the cows
have become increasingly territorial.
Morgan Plant (278), who made the mistake of “stepping into one of the cow’s
personal space” on his way to class,
recalls the cow chasing him down the
hall and threatening to brand him with
a white hot metal rod, yelling, “How
would you like to have your milk stolen?”
(continued on page 7)

Spotted: Baby Does the “Whip!”

not rocket science,” stated Michael Horwits, adding, “These questions are firing
me up!”
When asked about some of his policies, Horwits said, “I’m going to make it
mandatory for everyone to buy a Phillies
ticket. Each ticket is twenty-five dollars,
and there are just under four hundred
million people in the U.S. I’m no mathematician, but I know I can easily solve
the debt crisis with this plan. I’ll make
our children smarter by making CNN the
only available channel on television, and
the Internet will only be used for ESPN
and maybe Edline. The list of plans I
have goes on.”
The list did indeed go on, but the
interview was cut short by the writer of
this article due to the fact that Michael
Horwits sometimes talks too much in the
same way many Democrats and Republicans do.
You might be asking, what kind of
political party would choose Michael
Horwits as its candidate for presidency?
Lil Baby (aka LeBaby James #23) shows off his moves.
Well, Michael Horwits had no trouble in
reviving a dried up party—the Prohibiphoto credit: The Baffled Bella (276)
tion party.
“Look, history has a tendency to
repeat itself. The Prohibition party was
extremely popular around one-hundred
years ago,” explained Horwits in a secJimmer Time (276)
Only in‘Murica
ond interview. “Times haven’t changed
that much. If they were good before,
Throughout American history, there have been many truly amazing proclamathey’ll be great with me leading their
tions that have shaped our nation’s very foundation. From Abraham Lincoln’s
charge.”
Gettysburg Address to Martin Luther King Jr.’s I Have a Dream speech, the United
While many other Democratic and States’ most crucial turning points have come about through inspiring words from
Republican candidates haven’t an- great American leaders. However, none have been as astonishing and breathtaknounced their vice presidents yet, Miing as the quotes from Sam Neuman, a history teacher at Central High School
chael Horwits is one step ahead of the
and amateur archaeologist. The general impression of the students towards Mr.
game. William Graham, a Central social Neuman became evident when he received an ovation from the class of 276 during
studies teacher and die-hard fan of Destheir course selection assembly. The following are some of Sam Neuman’s most
perate Housewives, will be Horwits’ runawe-inspiring aphorisms.
ning mate.
“I’ve known Mike for a while, and
“Death by Chipotle.”
he’s definitely going to do something to
“We
can
fulfill
our Leonardo Dicaprio needs.”
this country,” commented Graham. “I
“Philly has more historical sites than you can swing a cat.”
don’t know what he’ll do—neither does
his mother. We’re both very nervous, but
“Babies can buy guns”
that’s why I’m running with him.
“I smell Chinese food, am I having a stroke?”

Neumanisms

(continued on page 6)
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“You gotta see a picture of Justin Trudeau.”
“Susan B. Anthony -- she was hot”
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The Horrifying Account of
Chicken Central

Study Shows Central Work Yields
Hair Loss for Students; Hair
Growth for Teachers
Dar-noooo (277)
#Youtried

The chicken fighting in action within the Robotics GX Room,
with passionate supporters cheering on.

Gracing With My Presence (277)

Investigative Chicken-stalker

Last week, I had the overwhelming opportunity to hear a first hand account of Chicken Central, the Central
faculty’s chicken-fighting ring. Taking
place in the Robotics GX room after
school hours, this discrete yet ostentatious form of entertainment for the staff
is, of course, the most top-secret operation the school has ever hosted.
“I was here late, like I usually am,”
said Evan Aretz (275), Robotics FRC
Coordinator. “I went to get something
from the GX room, and as I approached
it, I thought I heard the disconcerting
sound of razors. I slowly walked towards
the room and looked in, and that’s when
I saw it. Teachers gathered around in a
circle, chanting and egging each other

on. It was horrifying. Ms. Harrington
and Ms. Scott were dressed head to toe
in a deep, blood red, with shirts that
had ‘BADmin’ printed on the front, accompanied by looks of belligerent rage.”
I stopped Evan here and asked, “Wait,
did you actually see the chickens fighting, or did you leave right away?” He
replied with, “Oh, it was my deepest desire to run, scream, and hide! However, I
steeled the inner brave heart inside me
and snuck into the inner workings of
the room to obtain a more secure hiding place.”
He took a deep breath and continued.
“I sat in the same spot, catching glimpses
of teachers and administrators, whose
faces were contorted into something so
horrendous, I can’t bring myself to describe it.”
(continued on page 7)

25 Ways to Take L’s
Not Woody Allen (275)
The REAL Sensai
Welcome to Central High School, one
of the greatest academic high school institutions in the city of Philadelphia! The
students who come here are the cream
of the crop. We hold up to a high level
of education that isn’t for everyone. It’s
not easy to last around here for all four
years. Many people come and perish
before they can graduate.
There are obstacles and traps lurking
around every turn at this school, waiting to ensnare an unlikely individual.

The freshmen and sophomores are durable, and they can handle things when
times get rough. The juniors are worn
down, but still have some fight left in
them. The seniors however, are on their
last leg, and one blow of wind might
bring down the entire class. How will
we ever survive?
Never fear, because with Dan’s Declassified School Survival Guide, I’ll
show you 25 rookie mistakes to avoid in
order to survive school, alive. These simple things we do, little do we know, are
putting us on a fast track to the boneyard. Here, now, are 25 ways to take L’s

1) Get’s home at 4:00 PM, starts homework at 12:00 AM.
2) For one night only, doesn’t do homework because the teacher never checks. (The
teacher checks homework that day.)
3) Class starts at 10:22 AM for Ms. Bonner. (Arrives to class at 10:22:01 AM)
4) Has first lunch.
5) Has three tests back, To Back, TO BACK.
6) Finally opens bookbag on Sunday night, forgets they have 3 projects to do.
7) Take International Baccalaureate.
8) Runs a “quick” errand for Mr. Horwits.
9) Eats the school lunch.
10) Doesn’t read the entire book. (Has an in-class essay tomorrow.)
11) Has AP Physics C and AP Calculus BC back-to-back.
12) Takes Johnson-Smith’s AP class and doesn’t do notes (RIP GPA).
13) Be a freshman.
14) Gets a 69.8, 79.8, or 89.8 (Teacher rounds down)
15) Scans in at 8:01 AM.
16) Saves homework to do in advisory. (Changes 60 minute bell to regular bell.)
17) Loses transpass on Monday.
18) Goes into the school bathroom.
19) Run for Cross Country or Track.
20) Takes 4+ AP classes.
21) Drops Dunkin Donuts coffee before getting to school.
22) Getting left behind at Broad & Olney in the morning, when the bus leaves you.
23) Miss class on the day you pick partners for a group project.
24) Be the only one to skip class when you have a sub.
25) Come back to school after finals and stay the whole day.

Each year, thousands of students
around the city apply to get into Philadelphia’s most prestigious high school,
Central, with requirements consisting
of exemplary grades, PSSA test scores
at or above the 88th percentile, stellar
attendance, and a sample writing piece.
However, in recent news, Central has
been especially keen in requiring a full
head of hair and a sturdy box to live in,
as the school has been accused of causing students to bald prematurely and lose
their homes.
Moreover, the hair loss can be accounted to the stress the students endure
during their four years of high school. For
example, Akshan Shah (276) has reported
a loss of 30,000 out of his 100,000 hair
follicles after enrolling in Mrs. JohnsonSmith’s AP English 3 class, while Myra
Granato (277) has lost her whole left
brow in her sophomore year alone.
Despite this horrifying news of loss
of hair fleekness, the real investigation
comes into play after students in Mr. Muhammad’s 7th period African American
honors history class noticed that his hair
was thriving in such a tearful climate.
Moreover, as the teacher of several classes, father of two, and a part time student,
it seems very sketchy for a man like him
to have such bountiful hair growth. You
may ask, what’s his secret? Clearly put,
the more work Mr. Muhammad assigns,
the healthier his hair grows. In that case,
the entirety of Central is simply a group
of very wishful adults taking a drink from

the fountain of youth and robbing students of their last grains of salt.
As previously mentioned, Central has
now announced its requirement for students to live in sturdy boxes as a result of
the astounding number of students never
coming home after school. Moreover,
Julius Duhan (277) has spent so much
time drifting in the dungeons of Central
that his family has forgotten his very existence, and simply left a take-out box for
him to live in. The young man’s residence
in the second-floor middle-corridor lockers is still pending approval from Mr.
Kahn.
To add onto the overwhelming amount
of early onset balding that Central students suffer, a recent Twitter survey con-

ducted by one of the Centraliar’s reporters has shown that 52% of students feel
that they have suffered an excessive loss
in hours of sleep, while 34% add that
their hopes and dreams have long
since been flushed down the drain.
For example, Emily Lorenc (277),
a student in Dr. Feofanov’s AP Physics 1
class, admitted that she recently attended
a funeral for her hopes and dreams, which
included having no under-eye bags and
becoming an individual with respectable
mental health. TBOCSH (The Bureau of
Central Student Health) has predicted
that by the end of one’s Central career,
per se, a student will most likely be bald,
homeless, and deficient in Vitamin D
due to a lack of contact with sunlight.

Mr. Mendez enjoys his lush new hair, which he washes
daily with the tears of his students

Central High School Song 2.0 Remix Ft. Young Slug,
Metro Boomin, & Officer Quigley
Ghostwritten by Thomas Giraffenko, Aavo-Boul, and Kendrick Lamarles
Skrt Skrt Skrt
Metro Boomin want some more
Oh Man
Oh Man Oh Man
Not Again
Yeah I learned the game from Tim McKenna, you can never check me
Back to back for the students that skip their classes
Back to back like I’m on the cover of Pride and Prejudice
Back to back like I’m the Chess Team ‘96, ‘97 WHOA
Very old and very pretentious
(Young Slug)
Slugga Slugga
EHDUNALATASHIJUSTOLIVERE LIFESTYLE
WESTARTEDFRUMTHEBOTTOMTOTHETOP CENTRAL LIFESTYLE
NILIVINLILIFELIKEAFRESHMNANDTHSONYBEGNIMONTHTOPOFTHE
MOUNTANSANDLOBRONFGHDHRGDSH
Slugga
(Kendrick Lamar)
Alls my life I had to write
Alls my life IHard times like “Chem!”
School trips like, “Yea!”
But if Rankins got us
*NOTE*: You must recite these
Then we gon’ be alright
lyrics by heart at graduation to
Quigley we gon’ be alright
receive a diploma
Quigley we gon’ be alright
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Certified fresh by Central’s
Award-winning Crossword Club!
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Tall Iced Coffee with Milk (277)
RazzleDazzle (277)
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Exclusive Look at Magic Formula to
get into the College of your Dreams
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(Kanye at Central
continued from page 1)
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Others, like Raymond Liu (275), are
not so enthusiastic. “I’ve hated him ever
since he refused to sell me his “$120
A.P.C. Kanye shirt, even though I camped
outside his house for two days. This type
of behavior is unacceptable,” says Raymond.
It remains to be seen whether the

15

16

17

19

18

Down
1. What colors do you rock at orientation?
2. Whose visit to Philadelphia took away all of our snowdays?
3. Who crowds the main hallway in the morning?
4. What is the day-long excuse to tease freshmen called?
6. Which part of the second floor can you always find a
bake sale?
8. Which school beats us in the homecoming game every
year?
11. What is Mr. Kahn’s actual job?
12. Which teacher’s alter ego is a witty Twitter persona?
13. Which teacher is also Central’s ticket salesman?
15. On what floor is the boys’ bathroom door always
open, causing the entire hallway to smell?

@@ EDITORS NEEDED @@
(We’re 4 realz)
Pick up a kool application from Rm. 228
and give to Ashish, Natan, or Big Mac ASAP
Join the fam TODAY!!
Note: Must be willing to brew fresh coffee for all senior
editors in the morning

1) Red and gold
2) Pope
3) Freshmen
4) Freshaen Friday
5) library

6) Alcove
7) Basement
8) Northeast
9) Science
10) Class number

11) archivist
12) Julien
13) Horwits
14) Cell phones
15) Second floor

Across
5. Where in Central do students go to cool down after
finals?
7. Where are the good mirrors?
9. What hallway are people deathly afraid to go down to
avoid getting dresscoded?
10. What do you get yelled at by alumni when wearing
Central gear?
14. What do you put in your bookbag so you don’t beep?
16. On which floor is the girl’s bathroom with the suspicious liquid located?
17. How long has Mr. Harper been teacing at Central?
18. What severe illness do all the seniors contract?
19. Which teacher has a storage closet for an office?

Adopt-A-Kanye Drive ends successfully.
In the meantime, students are cherishing the moment. “I don’t have textbooks
anymore because my teachers sold their
class sets to buy and resell Yeezys. Who
needs books when you can have Kanye’s
artwork instead?” quipps Peter Lima
(275).
Information pertaining to the sale
of the school building to build a Kanye
Concert Hall coming soon.

16) First
17) Forever
18) Senioritis
19) Drago

Get the Mouse to the Trash Can!!!1!!!!!11
Disclaimer: No mice were hurt in the making of this maze

TROLLED LUL

PROM

Episode III: Revenge of the Dorks is now avilable on Blu-Ray!!
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Need a Date? Go to Prom with Miguel Morel (A Real Republican)!

Application Instructions: Select only ONE response per question

First and foremost: Preferred presidential candidate?
• Marco Rubio
• Marco Rubio
• Marco Rubio
Do you like Marco Rubio?
• Didn’t he drop out?
• Yes!
• Sí!

PROM 2k16?

Are you okay with media coverage when I run for President?
• School President?
• Who are you again?
Are you college-bound?
• Yes.
• No, but yes to the rebound.
Opinion on Socialism?
• Hate it? Hate it.
• Love it? Nevermind, hate it.

Aspiring career field?
• ObamaCare (Because Republicans like that).
• Reaganomics (Aye).
• Conservative Arts (Double Aye).
• Spokesman for FOX News (Gotta love it).
• Other:______________________________
Do you like to dance?
• Look at my dab.
• Do conservatives dance?
Rate your Mitt from 1-10:
• Lit Romney.
• Mittens.
I would tell you an economics joke… But there’s NOT ENOUGH DEMAND!
• HAHAHAHA.
• Dude, what?
Last but not least, opinion on Ronald Reagan?
• MY MANS!!!
• Great hair.
• The actor?

M 2k16?
Chelsea Clinton (275)
Team #APKidsAreKooler
What do you call a group of students
who, for some unknown reason, assume they are better, smarter and more
privileged than the rest of the school?
I'll give you a hint: they’re the same students who chose to come to a diverse
school with 2400 students, but prefer
to be isolated in a room with the same
20 kids all day. You guessed right, IB
students, or in simpler words a clique of
students who think they’re entitled in a
program with the fancy name of International Baccalaureate.
One AP student, Jeanette Yust (275),
summarized IB students perfectly, “They
have this complex that they're the most
important people in the school and
they’re so special and admirable and no
one actually knows who they are."
One victim who would like to be left
anonymous shares her story when dealing with pretentious IB students. One
day, she was minding her own business
and sitting at the Spain Conference alcove. Out of nowhere, in walk a group
of IB students with their Mac computers,
because apparently every day to them is,
“Bring your Mac to school day.” They
surround this helpless girl, starting their
own conversations, ignoring her existence, thinking that they own any part of
the school they please. Long story short,
the poor victim felt like she was invisible
and worthless, breaking down her self esteem. She ran from the IB clique, only to
join her fellow peers in AP classes where
she felt safe and comfortable.
IB, also know as the “I’m Better
Than You” group, is comparable to a
fraternity or sorority, in that it fosters
boat shoes, cliques, and backwards
baseball caps. There are hundreds
of reasons why AP is better than IB.
Example 1: At least the AP students
get to choose their advanced classes.
Who needs two whole years to learn
world history? And they call themselves
advanced. Example 2: the AP students

get beautiful, soft, grey crewnecks that
showcase their capabilities as a “Central
Scholar.” Example 3: ...Actually, that’s all
I have.
IB: there’s no need to brag about
how all of your classes are advanced.
We get it, you’re smart. So smart in fact,
that according to a very reliable source well, Buzzfeed - a high percentage of IB
students take their calculators to prom.
The AP students are regarded as
scholars, and given the sweatshirts to
prove it. What does IB get? Not a sweatshirt. So fellow underclassmen, if you
want to be an environmentalist, take
AP Environmental Science. If you want
to be a psychologist, take AP Psychology. If you want to be a math genius,
take AP Calculus. If you want to be a
quiltmaker, take AP Quiltmaking. If you
dream of potato-chip-dip-sampling in a
grocery store, take AP Potato-Chip-DipSampling. And of course, the list goes
on. Challenge yourselves in subjects
you really want to pursue, like marathon
Kardashian watching and pancake eating. Be smart in your choices, choose AP.

Selena Gomez (275)
Team #IBthereforeIAm

Civil War
at Central!
Who will
win?
YOU
DECIDE!
THE CENTRALIAR

On the popular social media website, Facebook, a certain set of globallyminded and intellectually curious individuals have created their own page.
This page is called “IB 275.” On this page,
members of the prestigious International Baccalaureate Diploma Program
feverishly exchange ideas, impart their
internationally-open ideas about worldly issues, and definitely don’t complain
about how much homework they have
every stinkin’ night. But, hard work pays
off, as only a Central student would
know. And for those in the International
Baccalaureate Diploma Program, hard
work really REALLY pays off.
The Advanced Placement students
at Central High School were recently
seen wearing—parading, rather—their
dull gray crewnecks that say in the upper left corner, “Central Scholar,” a gift
that nationally recognizes these students
as exemplary. An anonymous tipper even
told me that he saw one such sweatshirtwearer sneering at the IB kids. However,
what Central doesn’t make public is the

gifts the school has in store for students
in the International Baccalaureate program, which includes a fancy banquet
around graduation time. In addition to
the banquet, the lovely teachers of the IB
program have decided to, and this is an
entirely new idea, furnish their students
with a house, a sports car (preferably
imported) of his or her choice, and a pet
Ugandan giraffe.
The IB coordinator, Ms. Davenport,
beamed at me when I asked her about this
rumor. “These kids have just worked so
hard these past two years, that I had an
epiphany: Why not give them what they
need? A house and a car—not to mention a giraffe—and I was honestly even
thinking about paying for their college
tuition…” I was completely flabbergasted and expressed my emotions to
Davenport. She laughed at my shocked
face and assured me not to worry. “They
will get a sweatshirt too, of course. I just
can’t decide if I should order them plated
in gold leaf or with a diamond chain.
Maybe both…”Davenport trailed off and
walked away.
Wylie Veasey (275), an extremely
scholarly student who is literally twentyfive years old and still in high school,
has taken both AP and IB classes. When
asked about the deep divide between the
programs, he immediately praised IB.
“Just because I have a ‘Central Scholar’
crewneck does not mean I don’t also
want a Ugandan giraffe, and I’m so
grateful to IB for giving me all of these
opportunities…” Paul Lorenc (275),
standing close by during Veasey’s interview, turned as green as his olive-green
Kanye-look-alike shirt. When I moved to
interview him, he quickly shook his head
and moved away.
As the program’s mission statement
says, it’s important to create “inquiring,
knowledgeable and caring young people
who help to create a better and more
peaceful world through intercultural understanding and respect.” The friends
that one makes in IB can last a lifetime,
because every class, every stressful moment, and every laugh is shared with
them. And better yet, you get your very
own pet giraffe.

REMY BOYZ
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THE CURE TO SENIORITIS DISCOVERED

(Horwits 2k16!!!
continued from page 2)
I’m going to make sure things don’t
go completely bonanzas. In addition to
that, I really diversify his ticket. No question about it. Nearly every single kind of
voter out there can relate to Mike and me.”
This may be true of every voter within a
two-foot radius within Horwits and Graham’s classrooms on a Saturday in July.
However, there is no doubt that Horwits
and Graham will face considerable opposition from both the Democratic and Republican parties.
“I have something the Republicans
don’t have—a Central hat. I have something the Democrats will never get—the
ability to repeat the phrase ‘Beat Northeast’ twenty times without taking a single
breath. Nobody trusts Clinton anymore.
She does all this stuff for Wall Street, but
look at my record. I sponsor everything
that happens at Central! That’s why I
can fix the debt in this country. Sanders is good at raising money. Well guess
what? I’ve raised tons of money in my life.

I GUARANTEE IT!

That’s why I work for the School District
of Philadelphia.”
Mathematically, Horwits has a slim
chance of facing Donald Trump in a general election, but any chance of facing
Trump makes Horwits eager.
“Trump knows how to fire people up,
I’ll give him that. But the man himself is
fake. Is that really his hair? It looks like
Bob Hope smudged yellow paint on the
man’s head. Trump claims he’s worth ten
billion dollars. That might be impressive,
but to be honest, my collection of political lawn signs is more impressive. I keep
them hung up in my classroom because
I’m a proud American, and I also need to
hide the holes in the wall the mice have
chewed through.”
Be sure to get out and start campaigning for Michael Horwits. Buy his campaign videos from Blockbuster, donate
money to the Horwits campaign at your
Wachovia bank, and check out official
Horwits For President merchandise at the
nearest Strawbridge’s!
This election, don’t just vote for wits.
Vote for Horwits.

Central High School’s Bathrooms Voted
Cleanest in the Nation!

Daammmn Daniel (275)

Wait, where are your white Vans??
Central High School has been praised
for having the cleanest bathrooms in
the country! What a relief, because we
all know that when we have to tinkle, it
should be done in a clean environment.
Among the tiles and porcelain, we were
voted for having the best. Let’s take a
look into what really makes our Bladder
Release Facilities the top notch in the
nation.
Walk right in, welcome to the Boys
Lavatory of Luxuriance. The fragrance
is guaranteed to hit you like a truck. Enter as you please, the special, exclusive,
private porcelain bowl provided with
extremely comfortable cleanser paper,
or try our latest edition of invisible, keister cleaner paper. The walls in the stall
make it an experience all your own, with
a door and a lock. The doors even swivel
inside and out, giving it a revolutionary
180 degree turn! Just jam it back in, or
bend the lock to put it in your prefered
position.
And the floors practically clean themselves, already wet and ready for a mop
to glide right through!
You also have the chance to explore
Fine China’s greatest creation, located
conveniently right within the wall.
Welcome to porcelain’s finest, the only
mechanism to come with a fragrant,
dessert style, cleaning device located
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inside. Feel free to empty your bladder right here, and press the button to
watch the waters rain down upon the
base of the structure, and wash everything away. This is technology at it’s finest. Feel free to invite a friend because
these ceramic water closets are located
side by side at less than a foot’s length!
The girls are also much appreciative
to have their Powder Room of Posh. It’s
a room filled with private comfort stations. Each stall is provided with a nice
roll of posterior paper, and a complementary miniature trashcan.
Oh yes, it’s social hour in the ladies
room. Come one come all, to the Washroom of Whimsy. It’s quite nice. And
if you thought the party didn’t have
enough guests, say hello to the little
critters that crawl under the stall, and
when they dance, have you in awe.
Please feel free to approach the wonderful basin to which you can disinfect
your pretty little paws. The sink is up to
date featuring the beautiful porcelain
posture, and the latest model displaying a quite fancy rustic chrome faucet.
Also, it’s environmentally friendly, only
running water when you hold the knob.
But how can you wash your hands and
hold the water on at the same time?
Well, God, Allah, Buddha, or the man in
the clouds, whichever deity you choose,
has bestowed us with the greatness of
two fully functional hands with opposable thumbs.
And if you thought the ladies room

was more fun than the men's, we’ve
equipped both latrines of lavish with
a sort of game. Wash your hands get
ready get set, and go on forward for
some lavabo roulette. One of the soap
dispensers is the oddball, and doesn’t
have any soap in it. Fancy around and
find out which is which. But since we’re
talking about weird, I bet you’re wondering how I wrote a whole article on
bathrooms and this is only the third
time I’ve used the word bathroom other
than the title. Weird huh?
But anyway, getting back to the basics, we are here to celebrate an amazing
accolade bestowed upon this school,
Central High School has been awarded
cleanest bathrooms in the United States
of America. We are lucky enough not to
have our bathrooms called mean, vial,
and extremely disrespectful words like
“dirty” or “filthy”. So just remember, the
next time you stumble upon a bathroom during your lunch or in between
class for a potty break, you’re going in
the finest that this glorious nation has
to offer.

I got Benjamins all in my pocket
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Signs That The Apocalypse Is Near

EXCLUSIVE: Ms. Cohen embroiled in
Waterbottle-gate scandal
Ms. Cohen was recently photographed throwing away
plastic bottles in the trash by Centraliar paparazzi,
despite presence of recycling bins only 2 feet away.
When confronted by Centraliar for comments on this
controversy, Ms. Cohen declined to release a statement, instead muttering something about “brainwashing AP Environmental Science students to promote
unsustainability in the near future” under her breath.

WOW!!!! Central Senior accepted to Trump
University Class of 2020
PJ Lorenc (275) recently learned of his acceptance
to Trump University, effectively becoming the first
person in Central history to gain admittance to such
a prestegious institution. “Who needs Harvard, Yale,
or Princeton when you can simply pay Mr. Trump
$250k/ yr in tutition to major in meme-ology?” says
Mr. Lorenc. PJ also intends to pursue a minor in
Kanye-nomics during his time at Trump U.

BREAKING NEWS: Mr. Ovetsky states
“It’s not obvious”
In a stunning turn of events, Mr. Ovetsky, Central’s esteemed AP Calculus BC and AP Physics 1+2 teacher,
has finally discovered a problem that he cannot solve.“If
it were something simple, like finding the partial derivative of a Maclaurin series or solving for the rotational
inertia of the universe, I could have gotten it in seconds.
How do you solve this Round up an 89.9 at the end of a
quarter problem?” comments Mr. Ovetsky.

A sneeze (275)
Gesundheit

LATEST DEVELOPMENT: Horwits hired as
offical ticket seller of the Yankees

Central’s very own Mr. Horwits has signed with the NY
Yankees during free agency to become the team’s new
ticket vendor. “I’m grateful for the opportunities that the
Phillies provided me here at Central, but the Yankees
made an offer simply I cannot refuse,” says Mr. Horwits.
Under the terms of Mr. Horwits’ new contract, he will
receive a booth in the middle of Times Sq. where he can
harass unsuspecting tourists with calls of “Buy your Yankees tickets here!!!!” on a 24/7 basis.

April Horoscopes
Ginger Pop and Pale Latina (277), Staff Oracles
Capricorn (Dec 22- Jan 20)
Never give up! Unless of course giving
up means just doing that lab by yourself.
Leaving your group members in the dust
may be the best decision you have made
this year. Maybe now they will finally
learn to accept those L’s they deserve.
Aquarius (Jan 21- February 19)
You’re a bit antisocial, sometimes because you think you’re better than everyone else. Reevaluate your love life
because, much like that of Justin Bieber,
you may think it’s going in the right direction, but you’re really fifty years behind.
Pisces (February 20- March 20)
Not everyone has your incredible looks,
sparkling talent, and astounding ability
to lie to him or herself. This month, take
a trip down memory lane and read over
some texts you sent in freshman year. It
doesn’t hurt to take a reality check every
now and then.
(Chicken Central
continued from page 3)
“Finally, the mobs lessened and I was
given a full view of the chickens and the
glinting razors attached to their ankles.”
I must warn all readers that from this
point on, you will be reading a very
graphic recollection filled with details
of your teachers that may be scarring.
Please proceed with caution.
“When I was given a full view of the
competition, I was able to see who the
cheering teachers were behind the
nasty, little chickens. The two teachers
competing were Giacomini and Patton. Being a member of Dungeons and
Dragons, I knew the terrifying power
the omniscient G-squared possessed
and froze with fear. For on his chicken’s
body, rattled hundreds of dice, emitting
an ear splitting clatter of plastic doom.
The razors attached to the ankles of the
half-plucked chicken already had blood,
and tattooed on the side of it was ‘GSquared the Defyer’ in an stark font.
Giacomini raised his chicken into the
air and the crowd roared with screams
of supportive anger, but then, he came.”

Aries (March 21- April 19)
Seriously, chill. You’re not as cool as you
think you are. You might think you’re a
diamond, but let’s be real, as of right
now, you’re still a piece of coal.

Taurus (April 20- May 20)
Your heart says venti, but your brain
says tall. In the real world, it’s go big or
go home. You know that extra shot of
espresso will help you out on those late
night study dates with your textbook, so
go for it.

Gemini (May 21- June 21)
Learn a lesson from Leo, and know that
self maintenance is key. For the love of
god, fleek your eyebrows, and wash that
Central grime off your face.You may
need to give your life an intense makeover, (like, seriously, maybe a new face?)
but it’ll be worth it in the end!
Cancer (June 22- July 23)
We all know you love that one friend,
but sometimes people need a breather.
If Rose can let Jack go, then you can
let that special someone go to that party
without you, honestly, you’ll live.
Leo (July 24- August 23)
You wanted today to be all about you,
but clearly some people didn’t get the
memo. Maybe if you sign them up for
your personal newsletter, everyone will
be sure to keep updated on your schedule so they know which days to focus
entirely on you. I mean, besides buying
Phillies tickets, honestly, what could be
more important?
(Local Cows continued from page 2)

Evan’s eyes had grown wider and wider
throughout this entire description. He
stared blankly ahead as I asked “Who’s
he?”
“Patton. He rammed straight into
Giacomini, causing him to drop his bird
and stumble forward. Patton placed
his chicken on the ground and the two
joined in some type of war dance. I
don’t know what it was, but it had this
‘power’ over the crowd. Everyone began
to waddle around and Ms. Gaughan
began destroying students’ rosters with
a strange, maniacal laughter. Patton’s
bird, which was completely plucked and
had pipets sticking out of it at strange
angles like some sort of demented
acupuncture, didn’t hesitate and went
straight for Giacomini’s chicken. Patton
and Giacomini sprinted straight out of
the ring, not wanting to risk falling into
the path of their raging chickens.” “And
did Giacomini and Patton fight outside
the ring?” “Well, the birds went at it, but
then the smack talking began. Giacomini screamed, ‘Straighten up, you pathetic bird!’
(continued on page 8)

“I don’t even drink cow’s milk,”
claimed Plant. “I milk my own almonds.
Did you know that 65% of the human
population has trouble digesting lactose?” Plant clearly thinks he’s better
than everyone else. But here’s some
food for thought, Plant: Did you know
that the amount of water it takes to
produce an almond is over a gallon, and
that by drinking almond milk you are
contributing to the California drought?
We are left to wonder how a herd
of free-range cows even got into Central.
They are clearly a safety hazard; cows
are not very sophisticated creatures. In
an effort to learn more about the cows
I went to the patio, where I indulged in
conversation with several of them. As I
approached the heifers, one leaned in towards my ear, “Hey bra! How we doin’
man, it’s been a while man, life’s so rad.”
I asked why the herd had migrated to
Central, to which one responded, “because it’s perfect, man.” When i suggested that they might be more comfortable in a more rural setting, another cow
responded, “Yeah, well, you know, that’s

The Centraliar

Virgo (August 24- Sept 23)
We all know your love life has been lacking a little lately. In order to catch the eye
of that special someone, you may have
decided to wear that low-cut shirt or that
dress that comes up just a little too high.
Be careful Virgo, we sense a dress coding coming your way.
Libra (Sept 23- Oct 22)
You’ve been way too introverted recently, making it difficult for people to see
eye to eye with you. You’ve been hiding
yourself from the light for far too long.
Be bold. Be loud. Do as a Kardashian
would do and make today and every day
yours without having a professional job.

just, like, your opinion, man.”
Abe Barash (277), a student who recently suffered from a dislocated shoulder, describes an encounter that he had
with several cows early in March. “I was
standing at the bus stop, minding my own
business, when I was approached by several cows. One of them threatened me
with a cattle prod while the others stole
my transpass and left me on the sidewalk
with a dislocated shoulder.” Apparently
the cows needed the transpass so they
could go see Jersey Boys on Broadway.
While many students despise the cows
with their constant verbal harassment
and arrogance, others have grown to
love them. Jana Pugsley (277), has begun to integrate herself into the cattle
community. Pugsley tells the Centraliar
that “they aren’t bad creatures. They’re
just misunderstood.” She reveals that
she has been living with the cows and
learning their ways of life. Pugsley says,
“One thing that a lot of people forget is
that all cows are female.” Pugsley claims
that the herd is quite feministic, explaining that their goal at Central High is simply to educate the students about “the
woman’s journey,” and to help the male

Scorpio (Oct 23- November 22)
Please, get a reality check. The world
does not revolve around you. You may
think you’re funny, but for all the effort
you’re putting in, you’re not getting any
results. Seriously, those Donald Trump
jokes stopped being funny months ago.
So congratulations, you played yourself.

Sagittarius
(November 23- December 21)
You’ve been sending WAY too many
mixed signals. Much like the dreaded
subjects of chemistry and physics, no
one can understand what you really
mean. You may have the right words,
but this just isn’t the right time. Try a
more laid back approach this month, and
maybe if you just stop talking altogether,
things will start to go your way.

population understand that they too
have a feminine side. Pugsley has even
joined the cows’ softball league.
With the calving season rapidly approaching, we are beginning to see
more and more calves running rampant
throughout the halls. One student was
caught in a sticky situation when he was
forced to assist the birth of a calf in the
middle of the second floor main hallway.
Noah Gindin (276), a witness, describes
the birth as “magical.” Unfortunately, this
increase in mammal births in the school
hallways has also become a safety hazard.
The Central High School faculty has
launched a campaign to round up the
cattle. Many students have expressed that
they will miss the galumphing heifers,
who have somehow nuzzled their way
into the hearts of many. In a busy and
chaotic world, the cows seemed to serve
as a cushion for the stress of school. On
a separate note, the cafeteria has asked
me to inform students that it will be serving fresh hamburgers for the rest of the
school year.
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Central Confessions
Challah Back (276)
Anonymous Tipster
Here at Central, one of the factors
that truly makes the school as prestigious as it is, is the community. Students bond over shared experiences
and goals. However, like any other
place in society, it's not uncommon for
some members of the student body to
feel isolated and detached from their
community at some point in their high
school career. To counteract this, we
have looked to the most trusted outlet
of media, Buzzfeed, to find the best and
cheesiest ways of venting: confessions.
Random Central students were interviewed to reveal their deepest school
confessions, revealed below.
Some were tragic, such as the tale of
an anonymous 275 member. “During my
freshman year I accidentally walked out
of the side entrance during sixth period
because I thought it was seventh period.
I was so embarrassed and I knew my
teacher wouldn’t believe me so I didn’t
go back inside. Oops.”
“I accidentally dropped my lunch in
the trashcan and still ate it…another
time I kind of dropped my homework

in the bathroom toilet,” recollected Potent Wu (276) on his Central adventures.
Another student, Kimmy Tran (276),
started off the conversation of the
cleanliness of Central, describing her
entail with a mouse. “One time I saw a
small mouse with a piece of meat and
lettuce on its back walking behind the
trash can.”
No one could forget about teacher
stories—truly the Central equivalent
of campfire stories. “When Mr. Graham
teaches, I imagine he is a beaver from
the 1700s who has to protect his land
and family from the settlers. I imagine
that's why he knows so much about history,” wrote an anonymous student.
Yet another anonymous person explained, “I secretly like to make a list of
TV personalities that my teachers remind
me of. For example, Mr. Fabrey looks
like James Cordon, Mr. Drago reminds
me of Spencer Reed, and my English
teacher reminds me of Phyllis from The
Office.”
Through this process, it seems like
nothing brings Central students together better than recalling outrageous
stories and confessions.

HELP WANTED!!!!
Nerdy One (276)
Town Crier

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

∞

June 22, 2016--- We Wish!! ;(

DJ Khaled’s 6 Keys to Success
Uggs and Mugs (277)

#Throwbackto2010

“I can deal with everything. I got the answer for anything. This DJ Khaled.”
1. I’ve been so stressed out lately with school, sports, extracurriculars, responsibilities at home, and friend drama. I’ve tried to take
it easy, but I never seem to have time to let myself destress and unwind. I feel as if I’m constantly going to explode, please help!
Life is like an elevator: up, down, up, down. Stay focused. Cloth talk. Taking care of yourself doesn’t take a lot of time. The
key to more success is to always have a fresh cut. Get a manicure every week, and a massage while you’re at it. It’s so
important! When you’re feeling negative vibes, just jump into the ocean. Salt water is healing, trust me.
2. I’m having trouble picking out an animal to study
for my biology project. Any thoughts?
LION!!!
3. I'm really struggling in my classes right now. Any
advice on how to get my grades up?
When you get success you have to be
extra focused. When you stop making
excuses and you work hard and go hard you will
be very successful. Very important, major key.
4. My team has an important game tomorrow and
I’m really nervous. I want to be my best when I
play. What’s the best way I should prepare?
Get a good night’s sleep. The key is to have a lot of pillows. A lot. Remember, they don’t want you to win. So you got to
win more. Eat a balanced breakfast in the morning. Egg whites, turkey bacon, hash browns, water. Bless up.
5. I’ve liked this person who’s been in a few of my classes for a while, and I want to ask him to prom. The trouble is I don’t think
he notices me very much and I want to impress him before I ask. How am I supposed to do that?

English Teachers Needed!
Hoping to find any individuals willing to educate our students on the finer
things of English class. Several things that will be required of you are included:

The key to more success is a clean heart and a clean face. Try to smell good. Listerine is so important, trust me. I use
no cologne: cocoa butter is the key to more success. Life is amazing. You can live smooth! I use Dove deodorant. It’s a
vibe. It’s all about the vibes, ya know?

Sad stories are mandatory. The sadder, the better. Really crush any hope of a
happy ending for the students.
Must choose a famous quote from literature. Always reference it. Even if the
context makes no sense, just reference it.
Due to lack of funding, students without a textbook are encouraged to do gladiatorial combat for one. You shall pass judgment as the emperor or empress in
these cases.
Required that you voice any comebacks targeted at disruptive students in a
Shakespearean tone. Roast them with style.
You may only allow students to watch movies from the early 20th century.
Need to be in physical shape to climb ladders to take out books that are old
enough to be in the Library of Alexandria.
Must submit application using Victorian Era language.

6. Driving is a big deal for teenagers, but I’m not sure I’m ready for it yet. Should I consider getting a license, stick with SEPTA,
or carpool with friends?

Central Wants You! (Custodians)
We are looking for a few brave souls willing to travel to the darkest and grossest
recesses of our fair school. Not for the faint of heart or the weak stomached. This position requires a certain degree of courage, guts, and lack of smell. Tasks will include:
•
tackling the cafeteria
•
braving the bathrooms
•
attempting to clean the dreaded boy’s locker room
Note: nothing can be done for the smell in there. Many good janitors have lost their
lives trying to remove the stench. Even the people from Febreze have given up on
finding a solution for that place. This is one of the most crucial jobs to the continuation of the school. Those who fall in the line of duty shall have a monument of air
freshener and disinfectant wipes erected in their honor. Wearing Jordans or Yeezys
is not advised.
(Chicken Central
next thing I remember is waking up in
continued from page 7)
the nurse’s office. You’re the first person
I’ve told about this, I’ve wanted to say
‘HA! Don’t be so haughty next time!’ ral- something but all I can do is murmur.”
lied Patton. Next, the razors attached “I’ll make sure your story is told.” “Thank
to the ankles of Patton’s bird caught you,” He said, “I’m ready for the healing
on the dice attached to Giacomini’s to begin.”
chicken, and both the birds flew up in
So let this be a warning to all of you
a fit of aggression, their razors being night-goers at Central, and beware your
caught in every place imaginable! I teachers, for when they threaten to give
couldn’t take it anymore! I closed my you C’s, it may be much more than what
eyes and rocked back and forth, and the you bargained for.

Lancer Records
(As of two years from now)

Quidditch: 100-1
Hunger Games: 66-6
Rap Battles: 17-38

Roast Sessions: 0-100
Fight Club: ?-?
Chicken Fights: Buck-Buck

Ride with me on the journey to more success.

THE CENTRALIAR STAFF

LOLOL JK OMG U
FELL 4 IT !!!!!!!@@
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THE REAL
The Dictators in Chief
A sheep in Da hall (275)
NAY-ton the Yak (275)

ENTRALIAR STAFF

Tech Support
MIT Computer (275)
The Jocks
I’ll be Bak (276)

The enforcers
Mrs. Ex Bieber (275)
Bleeding Liberal (275)

Mad Scientists
Frodo (275)
Jeffrey Wigglepants (275)

Tryhards
Ben 10 (275)
Lil Pugs (277)
Drama Nerds
Steph Curry’s Stalker (276)
Spunky Teenager Girl (276)
The REAL Chelsea Clinton (275)

We Luv Re-Reading
Kermit the Frog (275)
Clammy Clammy (275)
Christie’s #1 Fan (275)
Big Pugs (276)
Despina Galapagos (277)

Debate Pros
Call ya Coffee (277)
Parasailing Pro (276)
Olive Oil (275)
I’m 4 Real this time
Asa Peanutbutter (276)
Paparazzi
Pepe Chii (275)
Ca$h Møney
Mr. How How
Supreme Overlord
Big Mac

Magic Newspaper People
Hogwarts Printing Services

God of Memes
Holden Caulfield (275)

GREATEST Meme Maker Of Them All: Tim the Elf
FMOI: @wasteyourtime2016

LOL WHY ARE YOU STILL READING?????

